CASE STUDY:
Rhode Island DOC found themselves buried In paper applications and in
desperate need of an automated management tool.
"The folks at PoliceApp have been great to work with as they are responsive and always ready to
assist with our requests and/or questions. We are an advocate for PoliceApp and have directed
other agencies within the state to PoliceApp."
-Wayne T. Salisbury Jr., Assistant Director at Rhode Island Department of Corrections

THE CHALLENGE:
One of the challenges RI DOC faced, was applicant management. Prior to PoliceApp, they
collected paper applications. Soon tracking, organizing and collecting necessary documents
quickly became an overwhelming job. Managing where each candidate was In the hiring
process was an Immense assignment. Their hiring strategy was slow, cumbersome and
stressful for applicants and the department alike.
THE SOLUTION:
With PoliceApp's platform Rhode Island Department of Corrections was able to consolidate
and manage recruitment. They streamlined administrative functions, while keeping the entire
process organized.
THE OUTCOME:
Although the amount of applications received has remained the same, the quality and
diversity of the applicant pool has Improved. Relying on paper applications will limit an
agency's hiring flow. It lacks the functionality found in PoliceApp's recruiting technology that
allows agencies to be much more efficient and targeted with selection. The paperless system
ensures that all necessary staff Involved In the hiring process has access to the Information
about an applicant. Implementation of PoliceApp has ultimately made the hiring process
more efficient.

PoliceApp is an online application and recruitment system designed for police departments and law
enforcement job applicants. Designed by law enforcement professionals and technology experts, PoliceApp
simplifies the application and recruitment process, eliminates process redundancies and reduces frustration
and time resources by easily publicizing current law enforcement job openings, matching candidates with the
police jobs they qualify for, allowing for efficient communication between departments and applicants,
creating consistency across police departments, and streamlining and organizing the application experience.

Get started today at www.policeapp.com or 203-350-0026 / info@policeapp.com

